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Hitler's Furies German Women in the Nazi Killing Fields Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A history of German women in the
Holocaust reveals their roles as plunderers, witnesses, and actual executioners on the Eastern front, describing how
nurses, teachers, secretaries, and wives responded to what they believed to be Nazi opportunities only to perform
brutal duties. The Ravine A Family, a Photograph, a Holocaust Massacre Revealed Houghton Miﬄin A single
photograph--an exceptionally rare "action shot" documenting the horriﬁc murder of a Jewish family--drives a riveting
forensic investigation by a gifted Holocaust scholar. The Diary of Samuel Golfard and the Holocaust in Galicia Rowman
Altamira The Diary of Samuel Golfard and the Holocaust in Galicia examines the contents and context of a rare diary
written by a Jewish man from Nazi-occupied Poland. Serving as both a record and an artifact of Samuel Golfard’s life,
the diary details his attempt to make sense of and resist the event that ultimately destroyed him. Wendy Lower
integrates photographs, newspaper articles, documents, and testimonies to create a more complete picture of
Golfard’s experiences and writings. She also traces the diary’s own journey after Golfard’s death, from 1943 Poland to
the present day. Nazi Empire-Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine Univ of North Carolina Press On 16 July 1941, Adolf
Hitler convened top Nazi leaders at his headquarters in East Prussia to dictate how they would rule the newly occupied
eastern territories. Ukraine, the "jewel" in the Nazi empire, would become a German colony administered by Heinrich
Himmler's SS and police, Hermann Goring's economic plunderers, and a host of other satraps. Focusing on the
Zhytomyr region and weaving together oﬃcial German wartime records, diaries, memoirs, and personal interviews,
Wendy Lower provides the most complete assessment available of German colonization and the Holocaust in Ukraine.
Midlevel "managers," Lower demonstrates, played major roles in mass murder, and locals willingly participated in
violence and theft. Lower puts names and faces to local perpetrators, bystanders, beneﬁciaries, as well as resisters.
She argues that Nazi actions in the region evolved from imperial arrogance and ambition; hatred of Jews, Slavs, and
Communists; careerism and pragmatism; greed and fear. In her analysis of the murderous implementation of Nazi
"race" and population policy in Zhytomyr, Lower shifts scholarly attention from Germany itself to the eastern outposts
of the Reich, where the regime truly revealed its core beliefs, aims, and practices. Hitler's Willing Executioners
Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust Vintage This groundbreaking international bestseller lays to rest many myths
about the Holocaust: that Germans were ignorant of the mass destruction of Jews, that the killers were all SS men, and
that those who slaughtered Jews did so reluctantly. Hitler's Willing Executioners provides conclusive evidence that the
extermination of European Jewry engaged the energies and enthusiasm of tens of thousands of ordinary Germans.
Goldhagen reconstructs the climate of "eliminationist anti-Semitism" that made Hitler's pursuit of his genocidal goals
possible and the radical persecution of the Jews during the 1930s popular. Drawing on a wealth of unused archival
materials, principally the testimony of the killers themselves, Goldhagen takes us into the killing ﬁelds where Germans
voluntarily hunted Jews like animals, tortured them wantonly, and then posed cheerfully for snapshots with their
victims. From mobile killing units, to the camps, to the death marches, Goldhagen shows how ordinary Germans,
nurtured in a society where Jews were seen as unalterable evil and dangerous, willingly followed their beliefs to their
logical conclusion. "Hitler's Willing Executioner's is an original, indeed brilliant contribution to the...literature on the
Holocaust."--New York Review of Books "The most important book ever published about the Holocaust...Eloquently
written, meticulously documented, impassioned...A model of moral and scholarly integrity."--Philadelphia Inquirer
Drunk on Genocide Alcohol and Mass Murder in Nazi Germany Cornell University Press In Drunk on Genocide, Edward B.
Westermann reveals how, over the course of the Third Reich, scenes involving alcohol consumption and revelry among
the SS and police became a routine part of rituals of humiliation in the camps, ghettos, and killing ﬁelds of Eastern
Europe. Westermann draws on a vast range of newly unearthed material to explore how alcohol consumption served as
a literal and metaphorical lubricant for mass murder. It facilitated "performative masculinity," expressly linked to
physical or sexual violence. Such inebriated exhibitions extended from meetings of top Nazi oﬃcials to the rank and
ﬁle, celebrating at the grave sites of their victims. Westermann argues that, contrary to the common misconception of
the SS and police as stone-cold killers, they were, in fact, intoxicated with the act of murder itself. Drunk on Genocide
highlights the intersections of masculinity, drinking ritual, sexual violence, and mass murder to expose the role of
alcohol and celebratory ritual in the Nazi genocide of European Jews. Its surprising and disturbing ﬁndings oﬀer a new
perspective on the mindset, motivation, and mentality of killers as they prepared for, and participated in, mass
extermination. Published in Association with the US Holocaust Memorial Museum. What We Knew Terror, Mass Murder,
and Everyday Life in Nazi Germany Basic Books The horrors of the Nazi regime and the Holocaust still present some of
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the most disturbing questions in modern history: Why did Hitler's party appeal to millions of Germans, and how
entrenched was anti-Semitism among the population? How could anyone claim, after the war, that the genocide of
Europe's Jews was a secret? Did ordinary non-Jewish Germans live in fear of the Nazi state? In this unprecedented
ﬁrsthand analysis of daily life as experienced in the Third Reich, What We Knew oﬀers answers to these most
important questions. Combining the expertise of Eric A. Johnson, an American historian, and Karl-Heinz Reuband, a
German sociologist, What We Knew is the most startling oral history yet of everyday life in the Third Reich. Nazi Wives
The Women at the Top of Hitler's Germany St. Martin's Press Nazi Wives is a fascinating look at the personal lives,
psychological proﬁles, and marriages of the wives of oﬃcers in Hitler's inner circle. Goering, Goebbels, Himmler,
Heydrich, Hess, Bormann—names synonymous with power and inﬂuence in the Third Reich. Perhaps less familiar are
Carin, Emmy, Magda, Margaret, Lina, Ilse and Gerda... These are the women behind the infamous men—complex
individuals with distinctive personalities who were captivated by Hitler and whose everyday lives were governed by
Nazi ideology. Throughout the rise and fall of Nazism these women loved and lost, raised families and quarreled with
their husbands and each other, all the while jostling for position with the Fuhrer himself. Until now, they have been
treated as minor characters, their signiﬁcance ignored, as if they were unaware of their husbands' murderous acts,
despite the evidence that was all around them: the stolen art on their walls, the slave labor in their homes, and the
produce grown in concentration camps on their tables. James Wyllie's Nazi Wives explores these women in detail for
the ﬁrst time, skillfully interweaving their stories through years of struggle, power, decline and destruction into the
post-war twilight of denial and delusion. Mothers in the Fatherland Women, the Family and Nazi Politics Routledge
From extensive research, including a remarkable interview with the unrepentant chief of Hitler’s Women’s Bureau, this
book traces the roles played by women – as followers, victims and resisters – in the rise of Nazism. Originally
publishing in 1987, it is an important contribution to the understanding of women’s status, culpability, resistance and
victimisation at all levels of German society, and a record of astonishing ironies and paradoxical morality, of
compromise and courage, of submission and survival. Experience and Expression Women, the Nazis, and the Holocaust
Wayne State University Press The many powerful accounts of the Holocaust have given rise to women’s voices, and yet
few researchers have analyzed these perspectives to learn what the horrifying events meant for women in particular
and how they related to them. In Experience and Expression, the authors take on this challenge, providing the ﬁrst
book-length gendered analysis of women and the Holocaust, a topic that is emerging as a new ﬁeld of inquiry in its
own right. Accessible to readers on many levels, the essays portray the experiences of women of various religious and
ethnic backgrounds, and draw from the ﬁelds of English, religion, nursing, history, law, comparative literature,
philosophy, French, and German. The collection explores an array of fascinating topics: rescue and resistance, the
treatment of Roma and Sinti women, the fate of female forced laborers, Holocaust politics, nurses at so-called
euthanasia centers, women’s experiences of food and hunger in the camps, the uses and abuses of Anne Frank, and
the representations of the Holocaust in art, ﬁlm, and literature in the postwar era. The introduction provides a
thorough overview of the current status of research in the ﬁeld, and each essay seeks to push the theoretical
boundaries that shape our understanding of women’s experience and agency during the Holocaust and of the ways in
which they have expressed their memories. Hitler's Police Battalions Enforcing Racial War in the East When the German
Wehrmacht swarmed across Eastern Europe, an elite corps followed close at its heels. Along with the SS and Gestapo,
the Ordnungspolizei, or Uniformed Police, played a central role in Nazi genocide that until now has been generally
neglected by historians of the war. Beginning with the invasion of Poland, the Uniformed Police were charged with
following the army to curb resistance, pacify the countryside, patrol Jewish ghettos, and generally maintain order in
the conquered territories. Edward Westermann examines how this force emerged as a primary instrument of
annihilation, responsible for the murder of hundreds of thousands of the Third Reich's political and racial enemies. In
Hitler's Police Battalions he reveals how the institutional mindset of these "ordinary policemen" allowed them to
commit atrocities without a second thought. To uncover the story of how the German national police were fashioned
into a corps of political soldiers, Westermann reveals initiatives pursued before the war by Heinrich Himmler and Kurt
Daluege to create a culture within the existing police forces that fostered anti-Semitism and anti-Communism as
institutional norms. Challenging prevailing interpretations of German culture, Westermann draws on extensive archival
research—including the testimony of former policemen—to illuminate this transformation and the callous
organizational culture that emerged. Purged of dissidents, indoctrinated to idolize Hitler, and trained in military
combat, these police battalions-often numbering several hundred men-repeatedly conducted actions against Jews,
Slavs, gypsies, asocials, and other groups on their own initiative, even when they had the choice not to. In addition to
documenting these atrocities, Westermann examines cooperation between the Ordnungspolizei and the SS and
Gestapo, and the close relationship between police and Wehrmacht in the conduct of the anti-partisan campaign of
annihilation. Throughout, Westermann stresses the importance of ideological indoctrination and organizational
initiatives within speciﬁc groups. It was the organizational culture of the Uniformed Police, he maintains, and not
German culture in general that led these men to commit genocide. Hitler's Police Battalions provides the most
complete and comprehensive study to date of this neglected branch of Himmler's SS and Police empire and adds a new
dimension to our understanding of the Holocaust and the war on the Eastern front. Between Dignity and Despair Jewish
Life in Nazi Germany Oxford University Press Between Dignity and Despair draws on the extraordinary memoirs,
diaries, interviews, and letters of Jewish women and men to give us the ﬁrst intimate portrait of Jewish life in Nazi
Germany. Kaplan tells the story of Jews in Germany not from the hindsight of the Holocaust, nor by focusing on the
persecutors, but from the bewildered and ambiguous perspective of Jews trying to navigate their daily lives in a world
that was becoming more and more insane. Answering the charge that Jews should have left earlier, Kaplan shows that
far from seeming inevitable, the Holocaust was impossible to foresee precisely because Nazi repression occurred in
irregular and unpredictable steps until the massive violence of Novemer 1938. Then the ﬂow of emigration turned into
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a torrent, only to be stopped by the war. By that time Jews had been evicted from their homes, robbed of their
possessions and their livelihoods, shunned by their former friends, persecuted by their neighbors, and driven into
forced labor. For those trapped in Germany, mere survival became a nightmare of increasingly desperate options.
Many took their own lives to retain at least some dignity in death; others went underground and endured the fears of
nightly bombings and the even greater terror of being discovered by the Nazis. Most were murdered. All were pressed
to the limit of human endurance and human loneliness. Focusing on the fate of families and particularly women's
experience, Between Dignity and Despair takes us into the neighborhoods, into the kitchens, shops, and schools, to
give us the shape and texture, the very feel of what it was like to be a Jew in Nazi Germany. Women and Nazis
Perpetrators of Genocide and Other Crimes During Hitler's Regime, 1933-1945 Academica PressLlc A professor of
history looks at the surprising number of women who were willing participants in genocide during the Holocaust. The
Shoah in Ukraine History, Testimony, Memorialization Indiana University Press On the eve of the Nazi invasion of the
USSR in 1941, Ukraine was home to the largest Jewish community in Europe. Between 1941 and 1944, some 1.4 million
Jews were killed there, and one of the most important centers of Jewish life was destroyed. Yet, little is known about
this chapter of Holocaust history. Drawing on archival sources from the former Soviet Union and bringing together
researchers from Ukraine, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States, The Shoah in Ukraine sheds
light on the critical themes of perpetration, collaboration, Jewish-Ukrainian relations, testimony, rescue, and Holocaust
remembrance in Ukraine. Contributors are Andrej Angrick, Omer Bartov, Karel C. Berkhoﬀ, Ray Brandon, Martin Dean,
Dennis Deletant, Frank Golczewski, Alexander Kruglov, Wendy Lower, Dieter Pohl, and Timothy Snyder. The Holocaust
by Bullets A Priest's Journey to Uncover the Truth Behind the Murder of 1.5 Million Jews St. Martin's Press The poignant
story of how a Catholic priest uncovered the truth behind the murder of one and a half million Ukrainian Jews Father
Patrick Desbois documents the daunting task of identifying and examining all the sites where Jews were exterminated
by Nazi mobile units in the Ukraine in WWII. Using innovative methodology, interviews, and ballistic evidence, he has
determined the location of many mass gravesites with the goal of providing proper burials for the victims of the
forgotten Ukrainian Holocaust. Compiling new archival material and many eye-witness accounts, Desbois has put
together the ﬁrst deﬁnitive account of one of World War II's bloodiest chapters. Published with the support of the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. "[T]his modest Roman Catholic priest from Paris, without using much more
than his calm voice and Roman collar, has shattered the silence surrounding a largely untold chapter of the Holocaust."
--The Chicago Tribune Holocaust Perpetrators of the German Police Battalions The Mass Murder of Jewish Civilians,
1940-1942 Bloomsbury Publishing Holocaust Perpetrators of the German Police Battalions is the ﬁrst comprehensive
English-language study of the structures and actions of German Police battalions in Poland and Ukraine between 1940
and 1942. Using these case studies, Ian Rich draws attention to the actions and motivations of individual lower-ranking
policemen who participated in the mass murder of Jews during the Holocaust. He illuminates their pivotal roles as
organizers, educators and role models, and the ways they were able to inﬂuence their subordinates to carry out these
atrocities. This book transcends anonymous group portraits and provides a micro-historical portrait of individual killers
that oﬀers broader insights into the overall actions of the SS and police under Heinrich Himmler. Rich's comprehensive
analysis of SS and police personnel records and post-war trial investigations reveals the method by which police
battalions were transformed into instruments of mass murder in the occupied east during the Second World War. This
book is essential to all students and scholars of Holocaust studies, Jewish studies and the Second World War. A
Companion to the Holocaust John Wiley & Sons Provides a cutting-edge, nuanced, and multi-disciplinary picture of the
Holocaust from local, transnational, continental, and global perspectives Holocaust Studies is a dynamic ﬁeld that
encompasses discussions on human behavior, extremity, and moral action. A diverse range of disciplines – history,
philosophy, literature, social psychology, anthropology, geography, amongst others – continue to make important
contributions to its scholarship. A Companion to the Holocaust provides exciting commentaries on current and
emerging debates and identiﬁes new connections for research. The text incorporates new language, geographies, and
approaches to address the precursors of the Holocaust and examine its global consequences. A team of international
contributors provides insightful and sophisticated analyses of current trends in Holocaust research that go far beyond
common conceptions of the Holocaust’s causes, unfolding and impact. Scholars draw on their original research to
interpret current, agenda-setting historical and historiographical debates on the Holocaust. Six broad sections cover
wide-ranging topics such as new debates about Nazi perpetrators, arguments about the causes and places of
persecution of Jews in Germany and Europe, and Jewish and non-Jewish responses to it, the use of forced labor in the
German war economy, representations of the Holocaust witness, and many others. A masterful framing chapter sets
the direction and tone of each section’s themes. Comprising over thirty essays, this important addition to Holocaust
studies: Oﬀers a remarkable compendium of systematic, comparative, and precise analyses Covers areas and topics
not included in any other companion of its type Examines the ongoing cultural, social, and political legacies of the
Holocaust Includes discussions on non-European and non-Western geographies, inter-ethnic tensions, and violence A
Companion to the Holocaust is an essential resource for students and scholars of European, German, genocide, colonial
and Jewish history, as well as those in the general humanities. Perpetrating the Holocaust: Leaders, Enablers, and
Collaborators ABC-CLIO Weaving together a number of disparate themes relating to Holocaust perpetrators, this book
shows how Nazi Germany propelled a vast number of Europeans to try to re-engineer the population base of the
continent through mass murder. • Provides readers with insights into how, when, and in what capacity Holocaust
activities took place before and during World War II • Shows the wide variety of ways in which Germans and
collaborators in occupied countries sought to take advantage of the opportunities presented by the war to maximize
Nazi anti-Jewish measures • Explains how those who came to be recognized as perpetrators were captured and faced
justice at the end of the war • Works through the general notion of perpetration during the Holocaust, showing the
extent to which the Holocaust was a multifaceted event involving hundreds of thousands across Europe Nazi Women of
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the Third Reich Serving the Swastika Arcturus Publishing • Four months pregnant, Vera Wohlauf, wife of a serving SS
oﬃcer, took sadistic pleasure in rounding up victims for Treblinka. • Like creatures from a Grimms' fairytale, female
members of a Nazi 'welfare' organization scoured the towns and villages of Poland and Slovenia, luring blond children
out of hiding with bread and sweets. They were abducted to be raised as Germans by 'Aryan' families who told them
their parents were dead. • Test pilot Hanna Reitsch ﬂew on a suicide mission to rescue Hitler from his bunker. • Not
even Hitler could resist the charms of Princess Stephanie, a femme fatale and Nazi agent who smoked cigars which she
lit by striking a match on the heel of her shoes. The Nazis had no doubts about a woman's place in the Third Reich.
Hermann Goering urged every woman to 'take a pot, a dustpan and brush, and marry a man.' Many women welcomed
the arrival of Hitler's regime with childlike enthusiasm believing that the dictatorship would make Germany master of
Europe, but as the war dragged on, their blind faith in Hitler was betrayed. Unlearning Eugenics Sexuality,
Reproduction, and Disability in Post-Nazi Europe George L. Mosse Series in Mode Since the defeat of the Nazi Third
Reich and the end of its horriﬁc eugenics policies, battles over the politics of life, sex, and death have continued and
evolved. Dagmar Herzog documents how reproductive rights and disability rights, both latecomers to the postwar
human rights canon, came to be seen as competing--with unexpected consequences. Bringing together the latest
ﬁndings in Holocaust studies, the history of religion, and the history of sexuality in postwar--and now also
postcommunist--Europe, Unlearning Eugenics shows how central the controversies over sexuality, reproduction, and
disability have been to broader processes of secularization and religious renewal. Herzog also restores to the historical
record a revelatory array of activists: from Catholic and Protestant theologians who defended abortion rights in the
1960s-70s to historians in the 1980s-90s who uncovered the long-suppressed connections between the mass murder of
the disabled and the Holocaust of European Jewry; from feminists involved in the militant "cripple movement" of the
1980s to lawyers working for right-wing NGOs in the 2000s; and from a handful of pioneers in the 1940s-60s committed
to living in intentional community with individuals with cognitive disability to present-day disability self-advocates.
The Nazis Next Door How America Became a Safe Haven for Hitler's Men HMH A Newsweek Best Book of the Year:
“Captivating . . . rooted in ﬁrst-rate research” (The New York Times Book Review). In this New York Times bestseller,
once-secret government records and interviews tell the full story of the thousands of Nazis—from concentration camp
guards to high-level oﬃcers in the Third Reich—who came to the United States after World War II and quietly settled
into new lives. Many gained entry on their own as self-styled war “refugees.” But some had help from the US
government. The CIA, the FBI, and the military all put Hitler’s minions to work as spies, intelligence assets, and leading
scientists and engineers, whitewashing their histories. Only years after their arrival did private sleuths and
government prosecutors begin trying to identify the hidden Nazis. Now, relying on a trove of newly disclosed
documents and scores of interviews, Pulitzer Prize–winning investigative reporter Eric Lichtblau reveals this littleknown and “disturbing” chapter of postwar history (Salon). Women in the Holocaust Yale University Press Introduction
: the role of gender in the Holocaust / Lenore J. Weitzman and Dalia Ofer -- Gender and the Jewish family in modern
Europe / Paula E. Hyman -- Keeping calm and weathering the storm : Jewish women's responses to daily life in Nazi
Germany, 1933-1939 / Marion Kaplan -- The missing 52 percent : research on Jewish women in interwar Poland and its
implications for Holocaust studies / Gershon Bacon -- Women in the Jewish labor bund in interwar Poland / Daniel
Blatman -- Ordinary women in Nazi Germany : perpetrators, victims, followers, and bystanders / Gisela Bock -- The
Grodno Ghetto and its underground : a personal narrative / Liza Chapnik -- The key game / Ida Fink -- 5050
Unconscionable Crimes How Norms Explain and Constrain Mass Atrocities MIT Press The ﬁrst general theory of the
inﬂuence of norms--moral, legal and social--on genocide and mass atrocity. How can we explain--and prevent--such
large-scale atrocities as the Holocaust? In Unconscionable Crimes, Paul Morrow presents the ﬁrst general theory of the
inﬂuence of norms--moral, legal and social--on genocide and mass atrocity. After oﬀering a clear overview of norms
and norm transformation, rooted in recent work in moral and political philosophy, Morrow examines numerous
twentieth-century cases of mass atrocity, drawing on documentary and testimonial sources to illustrate the inﬂuence
of norms before, during, and after such crimes. Holocaust Perpetrators of the German Police Battalions The Mass
Murder of Jewish Civilians, 1940-1942 Bloomsbury Publishing Holocaust Perpetrators of the German Police Battalions is
the ﬁrst comprehensive English-language study of the structures and actions of German Police battalions in Poland and
Ukraine between 1940 and 1942. Using these case studies, Ian Rich draws attention to the actions and motivations of
individual lower-ranking policemen who participated in the mass murder of Jews during the Holocaust. He illuminates
their pivotal roles as organizers, educators and role models, and the ways they were able to inﬂuence their
subordinates to carry out these atrocities. This book transcends anonymous group portraits and provides a microhistorical portrait of individual killers that oﬀers broader insights into the overall actions of the SS and police under
Heinrich Himmler. Rich's comprehensive analysis of SS and police personnel records and post-war trial investigations
reveals the method by which police battalions were transformed into instruments of mass murder in the occupied east
during the Second World War. This book is essential to all students and scholars of Holocaust studies, Jewish studies
and the Second World War. State Violence in Nazi Germany From Kristallnacht to Barbarossa Routledge Through
analyses of three eventful years in Nazi Germany’s history – the Kristallnacht pogrom, the invasion of Poland and the
invasion of Soviet Russia – this book explores the violence of states. All three events were part of the Nazi colonial
project and led to mass killings, eventually resulting in the systematic murder of Jews becoming a major war aim – one
that Germany would pursue to the end, even when it became clear that the military conﬂict could no longer be won.
Drawing on voluminous historical and sociological literature, as well as documentary and contemporary evidence, the
author presents a new account of the phenomenon of extreme state violence as a special category of violence, in which
the armed forces, maintained in a state of readiness, are used unnecessarily and excessively, often on thin pretexts,
and, unlike coercive violence, only rarely for the purposes of carrying messages to the public. As such, it will appeal to
scholars of sociology, history and anthropology concerned with mass and state violence. The Holocaust as Colonial
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Genocide Hitler's 'Indian Wars' in the 'Wild East' Springer Based on an exploration of both pre-Nazi and Nazi theory and
practice, Pete Kakel challenges the dominant narrative of the murder of European Jewry, illuminating the Holocaust's
decidedly imperial-colonial origins, context, and content in a book of interest to students, teachers, and lay readers, as
well as specialist and non-specialist scholars. Female Administrators of the Third Reich Springer This book compares
female administrators who speciﬁcally chose to serve the Nazi cause in voluntary roles with those who took on such
work as a progression of established careers. Under the Nazi regime, secretaries, SS-Helferinnen (female auxiliaries for
the SS) and Nachrichtenhelferinnen des Heeres (female auxiliaries for the army) held similar jobs: taking dictation,
answering telephones, sending telegrams. Yet their backgrounds and degree of commitment to Nazi ideology diﬀered
markedly. The author explores their motivations and what they knew about the true nature of their work. These
women had access to information about the administration of the Holocaust and are a relatively untapped resource.
Their recollections shed light on the lives, love lives, and work of their superiors, and the tasks that contributed to the
displacement, deportation and death of millions. The question of how gender intersected with Nazism, repression,
atrocity and genocide forms the conceptual thread of this book. Bloodlands Europe Between Hitler and Stalin Basic
Books From the author of the international bestseller On Tyranny, the deﬁnitive history of Hitler’s and Stalin’s politics
of mass killing, explaining why Ukraine has been at the center of Western history for the last century. Americans call
the Second World War “the Good War.” But before it even began, America’s ally Stalin had killed millions of his own
citizens—and kept killing them during and after the war. Before Hitler was defeated, he had murdered six million Jews
and nearly as many other Europeans. At war’s end, German and Soviet killing sites fell behind the Iron Curtain, leaving
the history of mass killing in darkness. Assiduously researched, deeply humane, and utterly deﬁnitive, Bloodlands is a
new kind of European history, presenting the mass murders committed by the Nazi and Stalinist regimes as two
aspects of a single story. With a new afterword addressing the relevance of these events to the contemporary decline
of democracy, Bloodlands is required reading for anyone seeking to understand the central tragedy of modern history
and its meaning today. Hitler's Furies German Women in the Nazi Killing Fields HarperCollins NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
FINALIST. A revelatory history of the role of German women in the Holocaust, not only as plunderers and direct
witnesses, but as actual killers on the Eastern Front during World War II. Lower, drawing on twenty years of archival
research and ﬁeldwork, presents startling evidence that these women were more than “desk murderers” or comforters
of murderous German men: they went on “shopping sprees” and romantic outings to the Jewish ghettos; they were
present at killing-ﬁeld picnics, not only providing refreshment but also shooting Jews. And Lower uncovers the stories
of SS wives with children of their own whose brutality is as chilling as any in history. Hitler’s Furies challenges our
deepest beliefs: women can be as brutal as men, and the evidence can be hidden for seventy years. “Disquieting . . .
Earlier books about the Holocaust have oﬀered up poster girls of brutality and atrocity . . . [Lower’s] insight is to track
more mundane lives, and to argue for a vastly wider complicity.” — New York Times “An unsettling but signiﬁcant
contribution to our understanding of how nationalism, and speciﬁcally conceptions of loyalty, are normalized,
reinforced, and regulated.” — Los Angeles Review of Books “Compelling . . . Lower brings to the forefront an
unexplored aspect of the Holocaust.” — Washington Post Why?: Explaining the Holocaust W. W. Norton & Company A
bold new exploration that answers the most commonly asked questions about the Holocaust. Despite the outpouring of
books, movies, museums, memorials, and courses devoted to the Holocaust, a coherent explanation of why such
ghastly carnage erupted from the heart of civilized Europe in the twentieth century still seems elusive even seventy
years later. Numerous theories have sprouted in an attempt to console ourselves and to point the blame in emotionally
satisfying directions—yet none of them are fully convincing. As witnesses to the Holocaust near the ends of their lives,
it becomes that much more important to unravel what happened and to educate a new generation about the horrors
inﬂicted by the Nazi regime on Jews and non-Jews alike. Why? dispels many misconceptions and answers some of the
most basic—yet vexing—questions that remain: why the Jews and not another ethnic group? Why the Germans? Why
such a swift and sweeping extermination? Why didn’t more Jews ﬁght back more often? Why didn’t they receive more
help? While responding to the questions he has been most frequently asked by students over the decades, worldrenowned Holocaust historian and professor Peter Hayes brings a wealth of scholarly research and experience to bear
on conventional, popular views of the history, challenging some of the most prominent recent interpretations. He
argues that there is no single theory that “explains” the Holocaust; the convergence of multiple forces at a particular
moment in time led to catastrophe. In clear prose informed by an encyclopedic knowledge of Holocaust literature in
English and German, Hayes weaves together stories and statistics to heart-stopping eﬀect. Why? is an authoritative,
groundbreaking exploration of the origins of one of the most tragic events in human history. Perpetrators The World of
the Holocaust Killers Oxford University Press "Monsters exist, but they are too few in number to be truly dangerous.
More dangerous are the common men, the functionaries ready to believe and to act without asking questions." Primo
Levi's words disclose a chilling truth: assigning blame to hideous political leaders, such as Hitler, Himmler, and
Heydrich, is necessary but not suﬃcient to explain how the Holocaust could have happened. These leaders, in fact,
relied on many thousands of ordinary men and women who made the Nazi machine work on a daily basis--members of
the killing squads, guards accompanying the trains to the extermination camps, civilian employees of the SS, the
drivers of gas trucks, and the personnel of death factories such as Auschwitz. Why did these ordinary people
collaborate and willingly become mass murderers? In Perpetrators: The World of the Holocaust Killers, Guenter Lewy
tries to answer one of history's most disturbing questions. Lewy draws on a wealth of previously untapped sources,
including letters and diaries of soldiers who served in Russia, the recollections of Jewish survivors, archival documents,
and most importantly, the trial records of hundreds of Nazi functionaries. The result is a ghastly, extraordinarily
detailed portrait of the Holocaust perpetrators, their mindset, and the motivations for their actions. Combining a
rigorous historical analysis with psychological insight, the book explores the dynamics of participation in large-scale
atrocities, oﬀering a thought-provoking and timely reﬂection on individual responsibility for collective crimes. Lewy
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concludes that the perpetrators acted out of a variety of motives--a sense of duty, obedience to authority, thirst for
career, and a blind faith in anti-Semitic ideology, among others. A witness to the 1938 Kristallnacht himself and the
son of a concentration camp survivor, Lewy has searched for the reasons of the Holocaust out of far more than
theoretical interest: it is a passionate attempt to illuminate a dismal chapter of his life--and of human history--that
cannot be forgotten. The Oxford Handbook of Holocaust Studies OUP Oxford Few scholarly ﬁelds have developed in
recent decades as rapidly and vigorously as Holocaust Studies. At the start of the twenty-ﬁrst century, the persecution
and murder perpetrated by the Nazi regime have become the subjects of an enormous literature in multiple academic
disciplines and a touchstone of public and intellectual discourse in such diverse ﬁelds as politics, ethics and religion.
Forward-looking and multi-disciplinary, this handbook draws on the work of an international team of forty-seven
outstanding scholars. The handbook is thematically divided into ﬁve broad sections. Part One, Enablers, concentrates
on the broad and necessary contextual conditions for the Holocaust. Part Two, Protagonists, concentrates on the
principal persons and groups involved in the Holocaust and attempts to disaggregate the conventional interpretive
categories of perpetrator, victim, and bystander. It examines the agency of the Nazi leaders and killers and of those
involved in resisting and surviving the assault. Part Three, Settings, concentrates on the particular places, sites, and
physical circumstances where the actions of the Holocaust's protagonists and the forms of persecution were literally
grounded. Part Four, Representations, engages complex questions about how the Holocaust can and should be
grasped and what meaning or lack of meaning might be attributed to events through historical analysis, interpretation
of texts, artistic creation and criticism, and philosophical and religious reﬂection. Part Five, Aftereﬀects, explores the
Holocaust's impact on politics and ethics, education and religion, national identities and international relations, the
prospects for genocide prevention, and the defense of human rights. Nazi Germany Confronting the Myths John Wiley &
Sons Nazi Germany: Confronting the Myths provides a concise and compelling introduction to the Third Reich. At the
same time, it challenges and demystiﬁes the many stereotypes surrounding Hitler and Nazi Germany. Creates a
succinct, argument-driven overview for students by using common myths and stereotypes to encourage critical
engagement with the subject Provides an up-to-date historical synthesis based on the latest research in the ﬁeld
Argues that in order to fully understand and explain this period of history, we need to address its seeming paradoxes –
for example, questioning why most Germans viewed the Third Reich as a legitimate government, despite the Nazis’
criminality Incorporates useful study features, including a timeline, glossary, maps, and illustrations Retreat from
Moscow A New History of Germany's Winter Campaign, 1941-1942 Farrar, Straus and Giroux A gripping and
authoritative revisionist account of the German Winter Campaign of 1941–1942 Germany’s winter campaign of
1941–1942 is commonly seen as its ﬁrst defeat. In Retreat from Moscow, a bold, gripping account of one of the seminal
moments of World War II, David Stahel argues that instead it was its ﬁrst strategic success in the East. The Soviet
counteroﬀensive was in fact a Pyrrhic victory. Despite being pushed back from Moscow, the Wehrmacht lost far fewer
men, frustrated its enemy’s strategy, and emerged in the spring unbroken and poised to recapture the initiative.
Hitler’s strategic plan called for holding important Russian industrial cities, and the German army succeeded. The
Soviets as of January 1942 aimed for nothing less than the destruction of Army Group Center, yet not a single German
unit was ever destroyed. Lacking the professionalism, training, and experience of the Wehrmacht, the Red Army’s
oﬀensive attempting to break German lines in countless head-on assaults led to far more tactical defeats than
victories. Using accounts from journals, memoirs, and wartime correspondence, Stahel takes us directly into the Wolf’s
Lair to reveal a German command at war with itself as generals on the ground fought to maintain order and save their
troops in the face of Hitler’s capricious, increasingly irrational directives. Excerpts from soldiers’ diaries and letters
home paint a rich portrait of life and death on the front, where the men of the Ostheer battled frostbite nearly as
deadly as Soviet artillery. With this latest installment of his pathbreaking series on the Eastern Front, David Stahel
completes a military history of the highest order Ukrainian Nationalists and the Holocaust BoD – Books on Demand One
quarter of all Holocaust victims lived on the territory that now forms Ukraine, yet the Holocaust there has not received
due attention. This book delineates the participation of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) and its armed
force, the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (Ukrainska povstanska armiia—UPA), in the destruction of the Jewish population of
Ukraine under German occupation in 1941–44. The extent of OUN and UPA’s culpability in the Holocaust has been a
controversial issue in Ukraine and within the Ukrainian diaspora as well as in Jewish communities and Israel.
Occasionally, the controversy has broken into the press of North America, the EU, and Israel. Triangulating sources
from Jewish survivors, Soviet investigations, German documentation, documents produced by OUN itself, and memoirs
of OUN activists, it has been possible to establish that: OUN militias were key actors in the anti-Jewish violence of
summer 1941; OUN recruited for and inﬁltrated police formations that provided indispensable manpower for the
Germans' mobile killing units; and in 1943, thousands of these policemen deserted from German service to join the
OUN-led nationalist insurgency, during which UPA killed Jews who had managed to survive the major liquidations of
1942. Ordinary Jews Choice and Survival During the Holocaust Princeton University Press How Jewish responses during
the Holocaust shed new light on the dynamics of genocide and political violence Focusing on the choices and actions of
Jews during the Holocaust, Ordinary Jews examines the diﬀerent patterns of behavior of civilians targeted by mass
violence. Relying on rich archival material and hundreds of survivors' testimonies, Evgeny Finkel presents a new
framework for understanding the survival strategies in which Jews engaged: cooperation and collaboration, coping and
compliance, evasion, and resistance. Finkel compares Jews' behavior in three Jewish ghettos—Minsk, Kraków, and
Białystok—and shows that Jews' responses to Nazi genocide varied based on their experiences with prewar policies
that either promoted or discouraged their integration into non-Jewish society. Finkel demonstrates that while possible
survival strategies were the same for everyone, individuals' choices varied across and within communities. In more
cohesive and robust Jewish communities, coping—confronting the danger and trying to survive without leaving—was
more organized and successful, while collaboration with the Nazis and attempts to escape the ghetto were minimal. In
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more heterogeneous Jewish communities, collaboration with the Nazis was more pervasive, while coping was
disorganized. In localities with a history of peaceful interethnic relations, evasion was more widespread than in places
where interethnic relations were hostile. State repression before WWII, to which local communities were subject,
determined the viability of anti-Nazi Jewish resistance. Exploring the critical inﬂuences shaping the decisions made by
Jews in Nazi-occupied eastern Europe, Ordinary Jews sheds new light on the dynamics of collective violence and
genocide. Historical Dictionary of the Holocaust Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Beginning with the roots of antiSemitism in early Christian Europe, this book traces the evolution of the Jewish stereotype as the evil “other,” which
culminated in Adolf Hitler’s war against the Jews, wherein he sought to eliminate through mass murder every Jewish
man, woman and child. It includes most recent scholarship on the Holocaust which reﬂects the recent rise of NeoNazism, anti-Semitism, and xenophobia throughout the West, including the United States. This third edition of
Historical Dictionary of the Holocaust contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, issues, and events that led to the
murder of six-million Jews, and millions of other groups by Nazi Germany. This book is an excellent resource for
students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the Holocaust. Surviving the Forgotten Genocide An
Armenian Memoir Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers "This rare testimony of a survivor of the Armenian genocide tells the
dramatic story of John Minassian, a young man who witnessed the loss of his family and friends but managed to escape
with his life by concealing his identity and connecting with an underground network of survivors, ultimately building a
new life in the United States."-- Perpetrating Genocide A Criminological Account Routledge Focusing on the relationship
between the micro level of perpetrator motivation and the macro level normative discourse, this book oﬀers an indepth explanation for the perpetration of genocide. It is the ﬁrst comparative criminological treatment of genocide
drawn from original ﬁeld research, based substantially on the author’s interviews with perpetrators and victims of
genocide and mass atrocities, combined with wide-ranging secondary and archival sources. Topics covered include:
perpetration in organizations, genocidal propaganda, the characteristics of perpetrators, decision-making in genocide,
genocidal mobilization, coping with killing, perpetrator memory and trauma, moral rationalization, and transitional
justice. An interdisciplinary and comparative analysis, this book utilizes scientiﬁc methods with the objective of
gaining some degree of insight into the causes of genocide and genocide perpetration. It is argued that genocide is
more than a mere intellectual abstraction – it is a crime with real consequences and real victims. Abstraction and
objectivity may be intellectual ideals but they are not ideally humane; genocide is ultimately about the destruction of
humanity. Thus, this book avoids presenting an overly abstract image of genocide, but rather grounds its analysis in
interviews with victims and perpetrators of genocide in Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Bosnia, Cambodia, Bangladesh, and
Iraq. This book will be highly useful to students and scholars with an interest in genocide and the causes of mass
violence. It will also be of interest to policy-makers engaged with the issues of genocide and conﬂict prevention. A
Companion to Nazi Germany John Wiley & Sons A Deep Exploration of the Rise, Reign, and Legacy of the Third Reich For
its brief existence, National Socialist Germany was one of the most destructive regimes in the history of humankind.
Since that time, scholarly debate about its causes has volleyed continuously between the eﬀects of political and
military decisions, pathological development, or modernity gone awry. Was terror the deﬁning force of rule, or was
popular consent critical to sustaining the movement? Were the German people sympathetic to Nazi ideology, or were
they radicalized by social manipulation and powerful propaganda? Was the “Final Solution” the motivation for the
Third Reich’s rise to power, or simply the outcome? A Companion to Nazi Germany addresses these crucial questions
with historical insight from the Nazi Party’s emergence in the 1920s through its postwar repercussions. From the
theory and context that gave rise to the movement, through its structural, cultural, economic, and social impacts, to
the era’s lasting legacy, this book oﬀers an in-depth examination of modern history’s most infamous reign. Assesses
the historiography of Nazism and the prehistory of the regime Provides deep insight into labor, education, research,
and home life amidst the Third Reich’s ideological imperatives Describes how the Third Reich aﬀected business, the
economy, and the culture, including sports, entertainment, and religion Delves into the social militarization in the leadup to war, and examines the social and historical complexities that allowed genocide to take place Shows how modernday Germany confronts and deals with its recent history Today’s political climate highlights the critical need to
understand how radical nationalist movements gain an audience, then followers, then power. While historical analogy
can be a faulty basis for analyzing current events, there is no doubt that examining the parallels can lead to some
important questions about the present. Exploring key motivations, environments, and cause and eﬀect, this book
provides essential perspective as radical nationalist movements have once again reemerged in many parts of the
world.
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